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Article abstract
The notes presented here proceed from a double hypothesis. On the one hand,
it is impossible to disengage from the succession of sociological analysis a
principle of continuity which would allow sociology to provide history with a
supporting analysis. Every theoretical system has its own object, its specific
language and even its relatively autonomous methodology. Inside each of these
theoretical entities, without doubt, an accumulation of discoveries and results
occurs to the extent that there is a uniformity in resources and approaches.
However, from one system to the other the only bridges which are possible are
merely means to borrowing, resulting in the mixed objects which occur in the
presence of two incompatible orders of meaning. On the other hand, for
example, analysis based on the concept and the object of society is opposed to
analysis using the concepts of social development and social movements. It is
this second analysis which the following considerations attempt to present
briefly. Loci or origin, levels, work, contradictions, different lines of division
explaining why a social formation produces different modes of changes as its
own inherent necessity, such are the arguments which a sociology of change
should take into account.
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